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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

HI-TEC STABILIZERS
HTSTAB1-4
DESCRIPTION

The High-Tech Stabilizer is designed to provide our client with complete confidence in hard abrasive 
formations. 

Dressed with our exclusive diamond impregnated inserts, the High-Tech Stabilizer maintains a full gauge, 
protecting other tools in the BHA from damage. 

Manufactured from NM material to NS-1 specification and inspected to NS-2, DS1 Cat 3-5 & API latest 
edition, the Stabilizer has proven particularly effective in directionally challenging well profiles where 
bore hole quality is a prerequisite, maintaining shape, mud cake and reducing torque and drag. 

Many of our customers utilise the High-Tech Stabilizer in swelling formation types where potential back 
reaming is required. We have received positive feedback from clients who have found casing runs difficult 
before introducing the High-Tech Stabilizer in the prior drilling run. The maintenance of integrity and 
back reaming capabilities has allowed the casing to be inserted without hang up, reducing the need to 
re-trip and clean out the hole.

For assurance and enhanced ability we can insert PDC inserts into the back ends of each blade, increasing 
the back reaming capability. We recommend this when our clients feel they will encounter problems with 
hole relax, swelling and subsequent casing run, with the potential to save rig time.

Our ‘Hi-Tec’ Stabilizers have been used extensively and successfully in the demanding chalk and chert 
prevalent formations of the Central North Sea.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
//  Number of blades to match the difficulty of the application and junk slot area of bit
// Highly reinforced gauge to help maintain hole gauge
// Reduces torque and drag in hole by minimising micro-ledges
// Acts as vibration damper in decoupling the BHA sections
//  Reduced wear on other BHA components caused by hole going under gauge from bit or through 

hole spiralling
// Improves and maintains directional control of the well
// Ensures cleaner and a more stable hole condition
// Reduce drilling time and cost
// Provides superior hole condition for inserting casing
// PDC inserts to increase back reaming capabilities
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HOLE SIZE
(INCHES)

BODY O.D.
(INCHES)

TOOL ID  
(INCHES)

OVERALL
LENGTH  

(INCHES /METRIC)

BLADE
LENGTH (INCHES)

BLADE WIDTH 
(INCHES)

STANDARD 
CONNECTION

6” 4-3/4” 2-1/4” 85" / 2.15 m 16" 2-1/2” NC38

8-1/2” 6-3/4” 2 13/16” 85" / 2.15 m 16" 2-1/2” NC50

12-1/4” 8-1/4” 2 13/16” 93” / 2.33 m 18" 3" 6-5/8” REG

17-1/2” /16” 9-1/2” 3" 96” / 2.45 m 18" 3-1/2” 7-5/8” REG

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Note: other sizes are available on request non-standard connections can arranged on request

BODY MATERIAL BLADE  
HARD-FACING WRAP

NM MATERIAL DIAMOND IMPREGNATED INSERTS OR
HF3000 TUNGSTEN CARBIDE INSERTS 270 OR 210


